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“To: Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, 

Dear Sir, 

  

; It seems that a great injustice has been done to you” 

‘and the F. B.I agents in regards to the investigation made inthe >)” 
assassination of the late President Kennedy. 

After reading and evaluating thoroughly the circum- 

stances of his death, with matcrial, suchas, "Inquest" by Edward Jay ; 

Epstein & etc. I firmly believe that the F.B.I. was not allowed to 

complete their investigation because of the {ime element and 

authority taken away from your office and given to the Warren 

Commission. oe 

The Warren Commission should have been given the _.. 

authority only (as-per ethics of judges and lawyers) to evaluate the 

investigation made by your office. The F.B.I. isatrained 

organization in the investigating {ield and the Warren Commission 

_is not. When one part of the team is trained (The F. B. 1.) and the 

other part is not trained (the Warren Commission) in the field of 
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"that fired approx. three shots at the same time Oswald was firing 2-3. — “ 

- investigation. ts 
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investigation, then there can never be a true and accurate account sO 

presented. There is too much overlapping of jurisdiction to contend 

with, also. 6 
   

  

’ The issues at the present time should not be who is ae © 

right or wrong (The F. B.I or the Warren Commission) nor on the 

methods taken either, or any legal red tape but to solve a problem 

of most importance.. . . ne 

First, the authority to investigate further evidence - . 

should be returned to your office. 

. Second, -based upon your further investigation, the 

Warren Commission should be reopencd to evaluate your office's 

   
    

   
I believe strongly that Jack Ruby was the accomplice 

from the 6th floor of the Depository Bldg. Ws. : . |. -~ ONR e 
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1 believe Jack Ruby to be located within range to the * 
President's car, close to Zupruder's film frome number 313, and . 

* . fired approx - three shots with the same gun he shot Oswald with : 
coe _ Tater, Only he had a silencer on the gun at’ the time he shot. at the 
Dos _ President's car. 
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Oswald was a decoy for Jack Ruby. . 

  

Where was Jack Ruby at the time President Kennedy 
et all, were shot at? , 

Was : a test ever made of Ruby’ s gun in which he * 
shot Oswald with: (a) in connection with the fragments found in’ 

the President's car? (b) for markings of a silencer? (c) has he 

ever been questioned in connection with President Kennedy's , 

assassination and was he ever questioned about owning a silencer? — 

  

   
Ruby shot Oswald, probably with the thought it is ~ ae 

better to be tried for killing an assassin than for being an accomplice’ wil. 

of an assassin. - coe oo 

  

The first shot from the 6th floor of the Depository _ 

Bldg. hit President Kennedy in the back. The next two shots went a 

wild, one hitting the car (a fragment may have hit Connally's wrist) - 

the other hit the curb (which ricohcted at James Tague, the innocent 

by stander). 2h 

; The other shots from Jack Ruby’ s gun, with silencer, ‘ 

one hit President Kennedy in the throat & went clear through § the back” 

of the head, _the other shots hit Connally... . — 

. Oswaid, on n the 6th floor was a diversionary 1 method me 

for Ruby who got away without being noticed. corde 8 ote Pas aly 

  

I am hoping that the aforementioned information, which” 

Iam submitting to you to.use as you see fit, will be accepted only : 

on the sole purpose of it coming from a sincere citizen doing her . 

duty in the best interest of her country.   
  

Most sincerely, ° 
Mrs. Virginia T. Brockway > 

- ‘Notary Public of L. A. County ° 

, 11937 Pantheon . ce 
Norwalk, Calif.” 90850 ee     
  

 


